Chess endgame tables should provide efficiently the value and depth of any required position during play. The indexing of an endgame's positions is crucial to meeting this objective. This paper updates Heinz' previous review of approaches to indexing and describes the latest approach by the first and third authors.
INTRODUCTION
The method used to index an endgame positions' values and depths largely determines both the space required and the speed of access during play over the board. It may aim to optimise the one or the other. A variety of approaches have been adopted as the challenges of larger and more complex endgames have been faced.
In this paper, Section 2 is an update of Heinz' review of indexing methods and Section 3 describes in detail Nalimov's new and more compact index scheme. Section 4 describes results achieved and Section 5 summarises and looks ahead to potential developments.
A REVIEW OF SOME INDEX SCHEMES
A previous paper (Heinz, 1999) surveyed, highlighted and analysed interesting work in the EGT field by Ströhlein (1970) , Herschberg (1985, 1986) , Stiller (1989 Stiller ( , 1991 Stiller ( , 1994 Stiller ( , 1995 , Thompson (1986 Thompson ( , 1991 Thompson ( , 1996 ICCA J. Editors, 1992 , 1993 and Edwards (1995) . It presented a quantitative comparison of the index methods of Thompson (1986 Thompson ( , 1996 , Edwards (1995) and Heinz for all 3-to-4-man endgames. Table 1 , q.v. also (Heinz, 2000) , extends that comparison to 5-man endgames using Thompson's indexes as the baseline. It infers the index range where the authors did not create the EGT, e.g., 4-1 and two-Pawn endgames. X = Q, R, B or N in Table 1 which makes it clear that different constraints were used by the EGT authors to reduce the size of the set of positions which they indexed. Table 2 , which includes the work of , elicits these constraints and defines which of them have, in effect if not literally, been used by the EGT authors. The list below indicates that Edwards constrains the possible positions the least and Nalimov constrains them the most. For this reason, Edwards' index ranges are the largest and Nalimov's are the smallest. Heinz' EGTs made savings on the indexes of Thompson and Edwards which increase with the number of men, e.g., 3.13% for KxK, 7.67% for KxKy and 13.44% for KxyKz relative to Thompson's indexes.
The next subsections explain the rationale for three of the constraints.
1 
Constraining a King
A King is typically constrained to files a-d for endgames with Pawns and to the octant a1-d1-d4 for endgames without Pawns. The choice of the side-to-move King, stmK, as the man to constrain has two advantages:
• • the stm King is always present so the constraint can always be exercised, there is only one stm King so the effect of the constraint is unambiguous.
In contrast, had a Rook been the constrained man, the software generating and accessing the EGTs would have to decide between the positions below with a Rook on b1 and on d3 respectively.
? 
Like Men of the Same Type
Where one side has k men of one type, the index range may be reduced by a factor of
The k! arrangements of k like, labelled men on q given squares are equivalent if the like men are unlabelled. {0, 1} → {0, 2}, {0, 3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3} ... advancing the highest-numbered man, {0, 1}, {0, 2}, {1, 2}, {0, 3}, {1, 3} ← {2, 3}
... retreating the lowest-numbered man.
For the first ordering, the placement {s 1 , s 2 , .... , s k } of the men on squares {s i | i < j ⇒ s i < s j } is given index r by the algorithm:
{'discard' square 0 and the man on square 0}
In the second ordering, the placement {s 1 , s 2 , .... , s k } of the men on squares {s i | i < j ⇒ s i < s j } is preceded by placements {{t 1 , t 2 , .... ,
It is therefore given index r by the succinct formula: n j = the number of j-tuples of ordered integers taken from [0, Thompson, Stiller (1991 , 1994 and Edwards did not take advantage of this economy. Heinz (1999 Heinz ( , 2000 , and Nalimov (1999) do and constrain like pieces 6 , but not necessarily like Pawns, from sharing squares. The appendix features some studies with the theme of esoteric force, that is, unlikely numbers of like men.
6
A piece is a man which is not a Pawn.
First and Last Index not Broken
If the highest indices in an addressable subrange of the index are marked broken 7 during the EGT initialisation process, they may simply be removed. If the lowest indices in an addressable subrange are marked broken, they may also be removed but the baseline of the remaining index subrange must be correspondingly reduced. Some illegal positions need not require access to the EGT if the access code incorporates illegality tests.
NALIMOV'S INDEX SCHEME
The first author has made publicly available an EGT generator and a complete set of 3-to-5-man and some 6-man EGTs to the Distance to Mate metric (cf. Hyatt, 2000) . The main objectives of their construction are that:
the colours White and Black are treated symmetrically separate indexes and files for wtm and btm positions; data on both 1-0 and 0-1 wins, the EGTs should be practical and efficient to use during play over the board the index for each endgame is the most compact yet produced, time-optimal 8KB EGT blocks of compressed data are decompressed in store, positions for a set configuration of the stm men are clustered together.
This latest index scheme uses the following approach, many of whose principles and optimisations were first articulated by Heinz (1999 Heinz ( , 2000 :
the men are notionally placed on the board in the following order: stmK, sntmK, stm men (Q-R-B-N-P), sntm men (Q-R-B-N-P), the stmK-sntmK positions are used explicitly: 462 (no Ps) and 1806 (Ps) the index range therefore consists of 462 or 1806 index subranges, 'available' squares are numbered 0 ... q -1 in order a1-...-h1 -a2 -... -h8, the number of squares available to men of a type is calculated knowing: the positions of the Kings and the presence of previously-placed men. Each index subrange for an stmK-sntmK placement is therefore an n-space k like men of one colour are placed as a set with economy factor k! stm men cannot be placed giving an unblockable check 8 to the sntmK, positions allowing an en passant capture are indexed in a separate zone.
The net effect is that: the squares occupied by the two Kings are not available to any other man, the sntm's pieces occupy only previously-unoccupied squares, different types of stm pieces share squares in some indexed 'positions', 'positions' with Pawns on pieces' squares are indexed.
Nalimov's work can be seen as a significant evolution of Edwards' work which addressed the same objectives but which used less of the available constraints while indexing the positions. The next subsections focus on: avoiding unblockable checks, reducing the size of each index subrange calculating the dimensions of the n-space index subrange creating the complete EGT index calculating the index of a given position indexing positions with the features of en passant and/or castling rights improving the performance of EGT access.
Avoiding Unblockable Checks
Let us suppose White is to move: Black cannot be in check. Figure 3 shows that White's men cannot be placed on certain squares as they would give a check which could not be blocked by placing a further man on the board. Thus, Black's King and White's forces constrain the number of arrangements of White's men.
7
A broken index entry denotes an illegal, unwanted or no position.
8
An unblockable check cannot be blocked by placing a man on the board.
The index range for wtm positions will therefore in general be different from that for btm positions. Given the lexicographical way in which endgames are listed, the wtm index range is almost always 9 less than the btm index range. Where White and Black have the same men, only the btm half of the EGT is computed: the access method flips colours if presented with a wtm position.
White checks from other squares, as in Figure 4 , may or may not be blocked by the placement of further men. Positions featuring such checks are indexed but if the sntmK is in check, their indexes are marked as broken during the initialisation phase.
? 7 Table 4 : wQ squares for bKh1, wtm. Table 5 : wQ squares for bKc2, wtm.
With White to move, each of the black King's 64 positions determines the number of squares available for each white man, Q, R, B, N or P, as in Table 3 . To improve efficiency, Nalimov computes for each man a 64 × 64 table giving the reference numbers, for each position of the sntmK, of the squares available to that man. These numbers are modified, given the position of the stmK.
Thus, Tables 4 and 5 give the numbers of the squares available to the wQ in wtm positions with the bK on h1 and c2 respectively. When the square of the wK is known, the numbers of the higher-numbered squares decrement by one. The chief reason for the compactness of the indexes described here is the reduction in the number of squares available to men of type i by the avoidance of unblockable checks.
9
The 3-5 man exceptions are KBKN, KBKP, KRKN, KRKP, KBBKQ, KRBKQ, KBPKQ and KRBKP.
The N-Space Index Subranges
The wtm and btm index ranges are 462 or 1806 subranges, each an n-space associated with a specific wK-bK placement. Let the qi squares available to the ki non-King men of type i (i = 1, ... t) be numbered 0 ... qi -1. Then:
qi is determined as above by the stm, the King positions, the type i, and the prior men placed Figure 5 illustrates the index subranges for wtm KQNPK with the wK on d1 and the bK on a1, h2 and f3. The wQ ranges in turn over 59, 57 and 54 squares, the wN ranges over 60, 59 and 54 squares, and the wP ranges over 48, 47 and 45 squares.
A more complex wtm example in the endgame KRRNKP illustrates a calculation involving two like men and also the wK occupying a square denied to the wN. With the wK on a1 and the bK on c2, the white Rooks have 58 squares available and, placed as a set, have 58×57/2 = 1653 placements. The wK occupies a square from which a wN would give an unblockable check. Therefore, the number of squares available to the wN, ignoring as Nalimov does the prior placement of the Rooks, is 57. There are 47 squares at most available to the bP and on some of these, the bP will be sharing a square with a white man. This sub-index n-space therefore has dimensions and size 1653 × 57 × 47 = 4,428,387. Table 6 illustrates, with the wtm index of endgame KQRK, the impact of minimising the number of squares qi available to men of type i. The economy of this index approach is clear when compared with other possibilities.
EGT Index Size
The lookup tables which effect and expedite the indexing occupy some 200KBytes per 3-2 endgame and up to 350KBytes for 4-1 endgames. 
Indexing the En Passant Positions
RETRO (Forthoffer, Rasmussen and Dekker, 1989) uniquely generated EGTs recognising both en passant capture and castling. Recently, Heinz, Moreland, Nalimov (Heinz, 2000) and have indexed the positions featuring a possible en passant capture. Nalimov does so in a separate zone of the stm index after the main index. Let us assume that it is btm. A white Pawn will be on x4, x in a-h, and a black Pawn will be on an adjacent file, giving 14 potential placements of these two Pawns instead of 2,256. Further, as White has just moved a Pawn from x2 to x4, squares x2 and x3 are not available to be occupied by other men.
Kings are still placed in their 1806 positions and stm pieces are still constrained by the avoidance of unblockable checks.
The concept of a separate index zone for positions with a specific feature, in this case potential e.p. capture, generalises to the provision of separate index zones for positions with specific subsets of the five features:
stm can make an en passant capture, White and/or Black can castle on the a-side and/or the h-side.
The full representation of en passant and castling rights, not included in Nalimov's EGTs, involves 2 5 zones of positions rather than the usual one zone. However, as each feature constrains at least one man and reduces the index range by a factor of at least 60, 31 of the zones are relatively small. It may be helpful to place constrained men first but no fundamentally new principles of indexing are required.
EGT Access Performance
Because White, for example, submits a number of btm positions to the EGT, the placement of stm (black) men before their sntm equivalents also tends to cluster White's accesses to the file. Also, because chess engines probe the EGT at several nodes in their search tree, Nalimov wrote an efficient lookup function which manages an LRU, least-recently used, cache of EGT values. Experiments with CRAFTY show that the new index scheme facilitates much better caching behaviour than others, particularly with parallel search on symmetric multiprocessors.
Nalimov's EGT files are compressed into 8KB blocks, the technique exploiting common sequences and Huffman coding. The block size optimises runtime performance rather than space. It is usually more efficient to decompress the blocks at runtime in store than to work with uncompressed files. Table 7 .
The question of data integrity always arises with results which are not self-evidently correct. Nalimov runs a separate self-consistency phase on each EGT after it is generated. Both his EGTs and those of yield exactly the same number of mutual zugzwangs of each type (=/1-0, 0-1/= and 0-1/1-0) for all 2-to-5-man endgames (Haworth, 2000) and no errors have yet been discovered.
DARKTHOUGHT (Heinz, 1997) , using Heinz' index-scheme and EGTs, competed in WMCC 1997 (Hamlen and Feist, 1997) and WCCC 1999 (Beal, 1999 ). Nalimov's new index scheme has proved its practicality over the board, particularly in WCCC 1999 where it was used by ten competitors including the leading SHREDDER, FRITZ, JUNIOR and NIMZO. Table 8 gives the depths of DTM-maximal 1-0 and 0-1 wins, wtm and btm. The tables in the Appendix compare Nalimov's index sizes with others' and the statistics on residual broken positions in Nalimov's EGTs. This is the most complete tabulation of 2-5-man endgame data published so far.
SUMMARY
The index design is the key to computing compact and efficiently used chess endgame tables. The first author has exploited the available constraints on the positions to be indexed in the best way to date.
The result is that a robust and efficient EGT generation code, a complete suite of 145 3-to-5-man EGTs, and some 30 6-man EGTs are now publicly available.
Further progress in the compression of index ranges is possible. There can be less occurrences of men sharing squares if Pawns are notionally placed first (Karrer, 2000) and the presence of prior stm men is recognised.
6.

APPENDIX
This appendix provides complete data covering all 2-to-5-man endgames. Tables 9-13 compare the index sizes of Thompson's, Edwards' and Heinz' EGTs with the index size of Nalimov's EGTs as follows:
3-man endgames (Table 9) , 4-man endgames (Table 10) , 3-2-man pawnless endgames (Table 11) , 3-2-man endgames with Pawns (Table 12 ) and 4-1 man endgames (Table 13) . Tables 14a and 14b give the number and % of residual broken positions per endgame in Nalimov's EGTs.
Three studies with unlikely numbers of like men are featured here, q.v. Figures 6-8 below. Bondar (1998) . Beasley and Whitworth (1996) , referring also to Savin and Plaksin (1987) ." Bondar (1998) composed the study of Figure 8 featuring four losing black Queens:
1. f7 e1Q+ 2. Ka6 f1Q+ 3. Ka7 g1Q+ 4. Ka8 Q×f5 5. g×f5 h5 6. g6 Q×g6 7. f8Q+ Kh7 8. f×g6+ Kh6 9. Qf4+ K×g6 10. Qf5+ Kh6 11. Ra6+ wins. 
